2nd: Qui est-ce? (Who is it?) : STAFF member or CELEBRITY

Directions:

1. Think of a person who is either a staff member at our school or a celebrity. Remember that you want to pick someone that your classmates will be able to guess. Write that person's name on this line: ________________________________, and now FOLD the top of this paper over so that no one can see the name/identity!

2. Now, write a description of that person, without using his/her name. Use "Il" for a guy, or "Elle" for a girl, so that his/her identity remains a mystery. Your description needs to follow the following instructions:
   • A total of 6 simple sentences, with only one verb and one adjective per sentence
   • At least 2 of the 6 sentences use "avoir" as the verb (describing age/eyes/hair/etc.)
     (if eyes/hair: make sure the adjective is masculine plural, to agree with "les yeux" or "les cheveux")
   • At least 2 of the 6 sentences use "être" as the verb
     (make sure the adjective agrees with the person's gender)
   • At least 2 of the adjectives you use are irregular in some form (even if it's not the form you're using [For example: "Il est beau." would count because "beau" is an irregular adjective in the masculine plural and in the feminine singular forms, even though you're not using either of those.]

   • You can also include things or activities that this person likes.
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